
How Can You Use Floor 
Stickers For Business 
Advertisement? 

 

Basically, floor stickers are the best way to decorate the floor. But, in today's time, they are very 

helpful to promote a business by making use of captivating and informative graphics. You can 

have numerous advantages while incorporating floor graphics in your business. These stickers 

will support you in boosting sales. Also. they will give a different kind of experience to your 

customers. In this highly competitive world, you will need promotions to increase your sales that 

can be possible only with promotional floor stickers.   

 

Here, We are Going to Tell 
You Several Different 
Ways to Use Floor Stickers 
to Advertise Your 
Business. 
 

https://www.badenewby.co.uk/products/floor-stickers/


1.Use Floor Stickers To Make Your Message Stand Out-As you can place floor 

graphics anywhere, it can quickly & unexpectedly draw your customers. You can make your 

message stand out by putting information on floor graphics right under your customers’ feet.  

 

2.Use bright and bold floor stickers-If you use bright and bold graphics then you can 

easily grab the attention of your customers while walking through your area as they are 

impossible to unheed. 

 

3.Do Smart placement of floor graphics-In order to attract customers, place your floor 

stickers smartly. Install them in unexpected locations like like elevators or stairways, checkout 

lines, or lobbies. Apply floor graphics near the entrance of your store so that customers can show 

their interest when they visit. Also, use stickers to thank them for choosing your business on their 

way out. 

 

4.Use floor signage to give helpful directions-Customers usually want to get swiftly 

and effortlessly whatever they want while coming to your store. And, new consumers want to 

reach your location hassle-free. By using effective wayfinding and directional signs, you can 

give guidance to both new and regular customers whosoever want to get the products they need. 

 

5.Provide Information About Your Brand-Floor graphics are one of the best ways to 

create enthusiasm among customers regarding special offers. You can present the information 

through engaging floor graphics. They are also helpful to sell your seasonal products faster by 

advertisement when you want to remove them from your shelves. 

 

6.Use Floor Stickers To Highlight The Product's Features-Make your customers 

aware of product features with the help of designer stickers. You can show how your product is 

different from others. That's how you can win customers' trust towards the product and provide 

information related to the product's features. And, it will also help in deciding while purchasing. 

 

7.Use Creative & Unique Floor Stickers-Install creative and unique graphics for 

promotion as they can emphasize your favorite design, image, or message. In order to leave a big 

effect on the audience, you need to use vibrant colors and bold lettering. Design a smooth and 

modern floor graphic for a professional feel.  



 

If you also want to increase your special sale and add core business value then our versatile vinyl 

floor graphics will help you in all its ways. Apart from that, our floor signage will showcase 

what your business is all about or direct customers towards new products. You can use these 

stickers as alternative custom flooring options and as decorative features in your store.  

 

Besides, you can use self-adhesive numbered stickers for a variety of purposes. They are 

perfect for all kinds of businesses and companies. Moreover, you can employ these stickers to 

any plane surface with a smooth texture like window, door, file cabinet, or wall.  

 

As there's a wide range of floor stickers available in various shapes, sizes, and colors in which 

you can opt best one to offer unlimited opportunities for branding, marketing, interior design, 

and more. 

https://www.badenewby.co.uk/products/numbered-stickers/

